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Use Case: Creating a Custom Service
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Using Adeptia
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In this use case we will create a custom service in Adeptia:

1. As an example we will use an open source Java API (JAR) to call LinkedIn

• Java API uses OAuth token to connect and execute a RESTful web service

2. Create a custom service using Custom Plugin that calls this Java API

3. Design an orchestration that contains this Custom Plugin

4. Pass a parameter via context variable into this Custom Plugin 

5. Map the response of the Custom Plugin into a target

6. Show the results of the process flow execution

7. Discuss some of the scenarios where Custom Plugins are applicable

Use Case highlights
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Design: Process Flow

Please refer to the Use Case video describing how to build this process flow
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Configure – Custom Plugin
Place the JAR file in the ../serverkernel/ext folder of the Adeptia Suite.

Restart the kernel and webrunner.

Then go to Develop >Services > Extensions > Custom Plugin

Paste the Java code into the Script box as shown here and save
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Configure – Custom Plugin

Dynamically pass data to and from the Custom Plugin

Here is an example of a variable “companyid” which get its value from the process flow

Context variable with the same name.

1. Get context parameters from context:

String companyid = context.get("companyid");

service.write((response.getBody().toString()).getBytes(),"default");

2. Write data stream into the context:
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Configure – Attach activities to process flow

Select and drag the activities from Repository View and attach it to activities.

Refer to the video.
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Deploy – On-demand execution

Also Right click on the process flow located under Develop > Process > Process Flow

and create and register an Event to the process flow. In this example we are executing

the orchestration manually and going to the logs to see the results.
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Project: View and manage activities for this use case



Thank You!
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